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Abstract
Purpose Life cycle assessment (LCA) literature evaluating environmental burdens from lithium-ion battery (LIB) production facili-
ties lacks an understanding of how environmental burdens have changed over time due to a transition to large-scale production. The 
purpose of this study is hence to examine the effect of upscaling LIB production using unique life cycle inventory data representative 
of large-scale production. A sub-goal of the study is to examine how changes in background datasets affect environmental impacts.
Method We remodel an often-cited study on small-scale battery production by Ellingsen et al. (2014), representative of 
operations in 2010, and couple it to updated Ecoinvent background data. Additionally, we use new inventory data to model 
LIB cell production in a large-scale facility representative of the latest technology in LIB production. The cell manufactured 
in the small-scale facility is an NMC-1:1:1 (nickel-manganese-cobalt) pouch cell, whereas in the large-scale facility, the cell 
produced in an NMC-8:1:1 cylindrical cell. We model production in varying carbon intensity scenarios using recycled and 
exclusively primary materials as input options. We assess environmental pollution–related impacts using ReCiPe midpoint 
indicators and resource use impacts using the surplus ore method (ReCiPe) and the crustal scarcity indicator.
Results and discussion Remodelling of the small-scale factory using updated background data showed a 34% increase in 
greenhouse gas emissions — linked to updated cobalt sulfate production data. Upscaling production reduced emissions by 
nearly 45% in the reference scenario (South Korean energy mix) due to a reduced energy demand in cell production. How-
ever, the emissions reduce by a further 55% if the energy is sourced from a low-carbon intensity source (Swedish energy 
mix), shifting almost all burden to upstream supply chain. Regional pollution impacts such as acidification and eutrophica-
tion show similar trends. Toxic emissions also reduce, but unlike other impacts, they were already occurring during mining 
and ore processing. Lastly, nickel, cobalt, and lithium use contribute considerably to resource impacts. From a long-term 
perspective, copper becomes important from a resource scarcity perspective.
Conclusions Upscaling LIB production shifts environmental burdens to upstream material extraction and production, irre-
spective of the carbon intensity of the energy source. Thus, a key message for the industry and policy makers is that further 
reductions in the climate impacts from LIB production are possible, only when the upstream LIB supply chain uses renew-
able energy source. An additional message to LCA practitioners is to examine the effect of changing background systems 
when evaluating maturing technologies.
Keywords Environmental life cycle assessment · Lithium-ion battery · Battery cell production · Upscaling · Electric 
vehicles
1 Introduction
Acceptance of electric vehicles (EVs) as a mode of private 
transport is evident from their growing stocks in the recent 
years (Crabtree 2019; ICCT 2020). A key enabler for an 
increase in vehicle stocks has been the production capac-
ity expansion of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), which is the 
dominant energy storage technology for EVs (Blomgren 
2016; Ding et al. 2019). The average capacity of LIB pro-
duction plants has grown from 0.5 GWh in 2015 to about 7 
GWh in 2020 (Benchmark Mineral Intelligence 2020). The 
increase in production capacity is due to commissioning of 
new production plants, upscaling of existing plants, matur-
ing supply chains, and improvements in production technol-
ogy (Strauch 2020). At the cell level, nickel, manganese, 
and cobalt (NMC)-based cathode chemistries represent a 
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majority share of the EV storage capacity globally in the 
last decade (Tsiropoulos et al. 2018). Although the share of 
nickel, manganese, and cobalt in the active cathode material 
vary based on the application, high nickel content chem-
istries are currently the most likely candidates for high-
density LIBs. This is due to advantages high nickel content 
chemistries offer in terms of energy capacity, energy den-
sity, power capability, and cost (Manthiram 2017). How-
ever, they face technical challenges in terms of calendar 
storage loss, capacity loss, cycle life, and thermal stability 
(Ding et al. 2019). High nickel content in NMC implies 
a lower cobalt share per unit mass of the active cathode 
material. Cobalt content is relevant because globally 70% 
of all cobalt is produced in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo (USGS 2020), which is known for pervasive mining 
practices (Sharma and Manthiram 2020). In addition, such 
a high supply concentration exposes cobalt to price fluctua-
tions (Wentker et al. 2019). Thus, there are technical, social, 
and economic incentives for adopting high nickel content 
chemistries in LIBs.
At the core of the ongoing transition in the automotive 
sector is a growing environmental consciousness and the 
need for energy security in the society (Greene et al. 2013). 
The life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology is commonly 
used to provide a holistic approach to assessing environ-
mental impacts from the EV life cycle, which includes pro-
duction, use, and end-of-life (EoL) phases (Nordelöf et al. 
2014). LCA studies of EVs point to the source of electricity 
for charging and high energy demand during LIB produc-
tion as key sources of environmental impacts (Nordelöf 
et al. 2014). Using renewable energy to charge the batteries 
can lower the environmental impacts from EVs in their use 
phase (Holland et al. 2016; Onat et al. 2015; Egede 2017). 
Additionally, supply chains with high shares of renewable 
energy can also lower the emissions from the upstream mate-
rial production phase (Kelly et al. 2019). Aichberger and 
Jungmeier (2020) compiled a literature review of 50 LCA 
studies and found the average greenhouse gas emissions for 
LIB production to be approximately 120 kg  CO2-eq./kWh. 
However, Ellingsen et al. (2017) have shown that there is 
a wide range for these results; from 38 to 356 kg  CO2-eq./
kWh. This variation in assessment results can be explained 
by diverging technical scopes, and lack of representative 
data for key parameters such as battery lifetime, energy 
density, and energy demand in cell production in the LCA 
studies (Peters et al. 2017; Peters and Weil 2018). Specific 
to the energy demand, small or underutilized facilities could 
lead to an overestimation of environmental impacts from cell 
manufacturing (Aichberger and Jungmeier 2020). Similarly, 
high energy demand of throughput independent equipment 
(such as dry rooms) can result in high energy intensity in 
low throughput facilities (Dunn et al. 2015a). Production 
methods and location also play a part in determining the 
energy demand (Ellingsen et al. 2015). Peters et al. (2017) 
conducted a review of LCA literature on LIBs comparing 
the key technical parameters used in the studies with indus-
try data to understand the relevance of modelling choices 
on study results. Of the 79 studies identified, less than half 
provided sufficient data for extracting information about 
environmental impacts, and only 7 relied exclusively on 
their own life cycle inventory (LCI) data for the processes 
investigated.(Peters et al. 2017) This highlights the interde-
pendency of studies in terms of LCI data and thus the lack 
of representative data for different technical scopes in the 
LCA studies.
Several studies published in the LCA literature on LIBs 
present results based on the publicly available model called 
GREET (Greenhouse gases, Regulated Emissions, and 
Energy use in Transportation). The GREET model pro-
vides inventory data for the entire life cycle of a vehicle 
and is supplemented by the “BatPac” model (Nelson et al. 
2019), which provides data for different cell types and chem-
istries. Ease of availability and periodic inventory updates 
(Wang et al. 2018; Dai et al. 2017, 2018b) makes GREET 
a convenient source of data for investigating novel battery 
components. However, this implies that several LCA stud-
ies using the GREET model (Dai et al. 2019; Yuan et al. 
2017; Wang et al. 2019; Deng et al. 2018; Kelly et al. 2019; 
Raugei and Winfield 2019) represent the same production 
facilities (and technical scopes) and rely on similar methodo-
logical assumptions. Another commonly used data source is 
the Ecoinvent database (Weidema et al. 2013; Wernet et al. 
2016), which provides datasets for modelling background 
processes for a wide variety of technologies and processes, 
including, but not specific to LIB production. However, cur-
rent Ecoinvent datasets for LIB production are not represent-
ative of upcoming cathode chemistries and novel produc-
tion developments. As a response, a recent article by Crenna 
et al. (2021) describes proposed updates to Ecoinvent, but 
these are in fact based extensively on the GREET model.
Apart from limited sources of primary data covering key 
aspects of LIB production and the high interdependency in 
the studies in terms of LCI data, the LCA literature on LIB 
production is narrow in its coverage of large-scale produc-
tion facilities — i.e., facilities typically producing LIBs at 
gigawatt scale (giga-scale) annually. Consider for instance 
the often-cited Ellingsen et al. (2014) — conducted by one 
of the authors of the present work — analyses LIB produc-
tion at megawatt scale. Amongst the studies assessing large-
scale (gigawatt) LIB production, Dai et al. (2019) and Kim 
et al. (2016) analyzed facilities with 2 GWh and 3–4 GWh 
production capacity, respectively, although it is likely that 
the facility modelled by Kim et al. (2016) was operating at 
lower than its designed capacity (Dai et al. 2019). Thus, 
considering the growing investments in LIB production 
(Lutsey et al. 2018), there is a need to investigate the life 
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cycle implications of upscaling LIB production, especially 
for high nickel content chemistries. Lastly, there is a need to 
supplement existing LCA literature with additional original 
data sources for cell production that are representative of 
giga-scale LIB production.
1.1  Purpose
The purpose of the study is to examine the effect of upscal-
ing LIB cell production from an environmental life cycle 
perspective. To accomplish this, we model and compare 
production in a small-scale and a giga-scale factory. The 
small-scale factory is modelled based on the work previously 
published by Ellingsen et al. (2014), and the giga-factory 
is modelled using data compiled from three environmental 
permit applications and the energy report of a giga-scale 
battery cell manufacturing facility in Sweden (Northvolt 
2020, 2019, 2018,  2017). By providing new inventory data 
representing the high-end for material and energy use values, 
but with a potential for reductions, the analysis indicates a 
bottom reference level for environmental impacts of large-
scale LIB cell production.
We adopt the original small-scale factory, which was 
modelled by Ellingsen et al. (2014) using Ecoinvent v2.2 
background datasets, to the latest Ecoinvent v3.7.1 database 
for comparability with the giga-factory. Updates to back-
ground datasets represent better data availability and pro-
gress in the real-world industrial activities. Thus, another 
sub-goal of the study is to understand how changes in back-
ground datasets affect environmental impacts. The foremost 
intended audience of this study are LIB production industry 
and policy makers driving action towards decreasing envi-
ronmental burdens from battery production. The study also 
aims to inform LCA practitioners modelling and analyzing 
LIBs.
2  Methods
2.1  Life cycle scope and the functional unit
The small-scale factory is modelled using inventory data 
published by Ellingsen et al. (2014). The study was first 
replicated using Ecoinvent v2.2, i.e., the same version used 
in original study, and analysed by comparing it with the 
original study results for global warming impacts at the cell 
level. The model was judged acceptable as the deviation in 
result was less than 0.2% in this comparison, likely caused 
by truncation errors. This model was then coupled with 
Ecoinvent v3.7.1 with some adjustments in the model relat-
ing to updates in the Ecoinvent database. These adjustments 
are described in Sect. S4 of the Supporting information (SI). 
Hereafter, we refer to the replicated model of the small-scale 
factory as “Small-2.2” and the remodelled version of the 
small-scale factory as the “Small-3.7” model. The large-
scale factory (the “Giga-3.7” model) is modelled using 
data compiled from the environmental permit applications 
of a giga-scale battery cell manufacturing facility in Swe-
den (Northvolt 2019, 2018, 2017). This implies that energy 
demand, input material requirements, and emissions are con-
servative estimates to which future real-world activities must 
comply, i.e., an upper-cap limit. The data collection for the 
giga-factory is described in the Sect. S1 of the SI. Table 1 
summarizes the LCA models analysed in this study.
As the goal of the study is to examine the impacts of LIB 
cell production at the different scales, the life cycle scope 
is from cradle to the cell factory gate. The study includes 
extraction and production of raw materials, cell, and cell 
sub-component production, as well as energy generation 
and transmission to the factory. Figure 1 shows the system 
boundaries of the LCA model for the giga-factory modelled 
in this study. The foreground system represents a production 
facility that sources raw materials, process chemicals, addi-
tives, water, and energy (electricity, heat, and cooling) for 
LIB cell production. The typical outflows from the facility 
include the losses from cell production such as hazardous 
and non-hazardous waste, recyclable production scrap, emis-
sions to air and water, and water returned to source after 
treatment. The background system represents all upstream 
activities of the life cycle and is modelled using the Ecoin-
vent v3.7.1 cut-off system model (Wernet et al. 2016). In 
this version of the database, burdens for handling recyclable 
materials and wastes generated in the cell production are 
assigned to the main product, leaving by-products free of 
burden after the cut-off point (Steubing et al. 2016).
An intermediate system was added to account for the ser-
vices needed to convert materials from their intermediate 
state (as provided by the background system) to an adequate 
precursor form that matches the specific input required by 
the foreground system. These intermediate system processes 
are not covered in the data collection for the activities inside 
the giga-factory. The processes covered in the intermediate 
system include (i) the production of pre-fabricated cell com-
ponents (cobalt sulfate solution used in the active cathode 
Table 1  Summary of LCA models analysed in the study





2.2 Replication of Ellingsen 
et al. (2014) with < 0.2% 
error




3.7.1 Production in giga-factory
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Fig. 1  Boundaries defined between the background, intermediate 
and foreground systems for the Giga-3.7 model of large-scale LIB 
production. Note: The “Cell factory construction and operation” unit 
process is a factory wide support process, and the schematic shows 
how the unit process is linked into the model
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material), aluminium and copper foils used as current col-
lectors, styrene butadiene rubber used as a binder in anodes, 
and nickel-plated steel sheet used as the cell container body 
and lid); (ii) production pathways for metals or metal salts 
(aluminium, copper, steel, nickel sulfate, and lithium salts) 
which represent primary extraction only without any mixing 
with recycled materials; (iii) energy inputs for district heat 
and for cooling in Sweden; and (iv) transportation processes 
for the collection of production scrap and delivery to the 
scrap sorting and treatment facility. All processes within 
the intermediate system boundary are explained in detail 
in Sect. S5 of the SI. This study represents production pro-
cesses in a steady-state system. Thus, we use an attributional 
type of LCA to calculate the relevant physical inflows and 
outflows associated with the cradle-to-gate life cycle of LIB 
production (Baumann and Tillman 2004). As the function of 
a battery cell factory is to produce cells that store and supply 
energy, the functional unit chosen is 1 kWh of battery cell 
storage capacity.
2.2  Supply scenarios and impact assessment 
indicators
We analyze LIB production in the small and giga-scale facto-
ries in two energy supply scenarios of varying carbon inten-
sity. We also investigate two options for the material input, 
either including recycled content or consisting of exclusively 
primary metals. In the context of this study, varying carbon 
intensity scenarios for energy inputs are modelled as the 
South Korean and the Swedish energy mix. South Korea is 
home to a number of LIB manufacturers, produces a large 
share of LIBs globally (Lutsey et al. 2018), and has been 
used as reference case in a number of LCA studies on LIB 
production (Ellingsen et al. 2014; Philippot et al. 2019; Kim 
et al. 2016). Further, fossil fuels contribute to almost 70% of 
the electricity supply mix in South Korea, which makes it 
a relevant case for comparison with grids with low-carbon 
intensity. Hence, the South Korean energy mix is chosen as 
the representative case of LIB cell production in the “ref-
erence scenario” (approximately 690 g  CO2-eq./kWh of 
supplied electricity). The Swedish energy mix consists of 
a large share of renewables (e.g., hydropower, wind, and 
bioenergy) and nuclear power and is thus chosen as the rep-
resentative case for “low-carbon scenario” (approximately 
40 g  CO2-eq./kWh). It is worth highlighting that the emis-
sions in the real-world related to electricity generation could 
vary as compared to values calculated from different LCA 
databases, including Ecoinvent. This is due to the differences 
in technical system boundaries chosen and representative 
energy generation technologies used to model the real-world 
technologies. The modelling of input metals or metal com-
pounds with recycled content were based on existing market 
data for aluminium, copper, steel, nickel, and lithium in 
Ecoinvent. While lithium carbonate and nickel contain very 
little recycled input (0.1% and 0.2%, respectively), traded 
grades of aluminium, steel, and copper relevant for battery 
cells incorporate significant amounts (roughly 30%, 20%, 
and 20%, respectively). However, due to a relatively nascent 
market for the second-use battery materials and that some 
of these recycled materials may not meet the high purity 
requirements for cell components (Pinegar and Smith 2019). 
Thus, most of the analysis is focused on the material inputs 
deriving from exclusively primary sources. Full details on 
how this option for the material input was modelled are pro-
vided in Sect. S5 of the SI.
Next, the impact assessment is carried out using the 
ReCiPe midpoint method with a Hierarchist perspective 
(Huijbregts et al. 2017). Refer to the Sect. S6 of the SI for 
more details on impact indicator types and descriptions. 
Specific attention is given to global warming, acidifica-
tion, and human toxicity in the main article. Complete 
impact category results are reported in Sect. S6 of SI. 
Resource use, an area of attention for sustainability of 
LIBs, is analyzed using two different LCIA methods for 
mineral resource scarcity: the surplus ore method included 
in ReCiPe and the crustal scarcity indicator (Arvidsson 
et al. 2020a, b).
2.3  Technical and temporal scope
The LIB cell produced in the present day giga-factory is 
a cylindrical cell of 21,700-type, intended for automotive 
applications. This cell type has an outer diameter of 21 mm, 
is 70 mm in length, and weighs between 67 to 69 g (Quinn 
et al. 2018). The cell chemistry analyzed is NMC-8:1:1 
where the ratio 8–1-1 is an indicator of the active cathode 
material composition, i.e., 80% nickel, 10% manganese, and 
10% cobalt. The model is valid for cells within the energy 
density range of 210–240 Wh/kg. The active anode mate-
rial is made of synthetic graphite. The positive and negative 
current collectors are made of aluminium and copper foils, 
respectively. The electrolyte is a mixture of lithium hexafluo-
rophosphate  (LiPF6), ethylene carbonate (EC), ethyl methyl 
carbonate (EMC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), and small 
quantities of additives such as vinyl carbonate (VC) and 
fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC). The entire cell assembly is 
housed in a cylindrical container made of nickel-plated steel. 
The mass and chemical compositions of the active cathode 
material are the key determinants of the cell’s storage capac-
ity and power, respectively (Smekens et al. 2016). With the 
industry efforts to reduce the cobalt content of LIB, it is 
likely that NMC-8:1:1 will become an increasingly popular 
choice in the future (Tsiropoulos et al. 2018; Olivetti et al. 
2017; Li et al. 2020), especially for automotive applications. 
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Details of the cell mass composition and the energy demand 
in cell production are provided in Table S2-1 and Table S2-3 
of the SI. The LIB cell production in the small-scale factory 
corresponds to a factory setup roughly around 2010, mak-
ing pouch cells for automotive applications. The cell chem-
istry analyzed here is NMC-1:1:1. We refer readers to the 
Sect. 2 section of the Ellingsen et al. (2014) study for com-
prehensive description of the cell production and modelling 
procedure. The energy density of the NMC-111 pouch cell 
is approximately 170–180 Wh/kg. Comparing a nickel rich 
cathode such as the NMC-8:1:1 housed in a cylindrical cell 
to an NMC-1:1:1 pouch cell is a methodological approach 
adopted to reflect the progress of the LIB technology. This 
includes evolving trends in cell geometry and the develop-
ment of high-density nickel-rich chemistries in recent years 
(Gourley et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020).
3  Results and discussion
3.1  Energy demand
The small-scale factory is representative of approximately 
70 MWh annual cell production capacity. It sources only 
electricity as energy input due to the process design of the 
factory. The electricity demand for the factory was deter-
mined based on data measured over an 18-month period and 
varies significantly (590–2300 MJ/kWh) with the production 
output. The lower bound value is used for comparison with 
the giga-factory as it represents full capacity production. 
The giga-factory represents about 16 GWh annual cell pro-
duction capacity and uses a combination of heat, cooling, 
and electricity for cell production. The energy demand in 
the giga-factory is determined based on process simulations 
and represents a conservative estimate, which is expected 
to decrease once the factory is operational and energy effi-
ciency measures are installed (Northvolt 2020). The total 
electricity requirement in the giga-factory is 58% lower, 
i.e., 245 MJ/kWh, compared to the small-scale factory. The 
giga-factory also requires about 27 MJ/kWh of heat and 
108 MJ/kWh of cooling which vary depending on the cli-
matic conditions surrounding the factory. For example, the 
humidity, air temperature, and presence of a river or a stream 
can determine the amount of heat and cooling that can be 
substituted with naturally available means. Overall, the 
transition to large-scale production indicates higher energy 
efficiency and material utilization. It is also likely that, with 
time, production processes for specific cell production steps 
have matured and contributed to this overall development. 
However, since detailed information about the production 
processes was not available in the small-scale factory, as it 
has been for the giga-factory, improvements in specific cell 
production processes were not explored further.
3.1.1  Electricity demand
In the giga-factory, the electricity demand is highest during 
the cell formation process, approximately 53 MJ/kWh. Cell 
formation refers to the electrochemical reactions between the 
electrolyte and the active anode material that results in the 
formation of a passive interfacial layer on the active anode 
material (Wood et al. 2015). This interfacial layer is formed 
during the initial charge–discharge cycles and prevents 
further reactions of the anode material (Arora et al. 1998). 
Charge–discharge cycles are followed by capacity grading 
after which the cells typically have around 70% charge left 
in them when leaving the factory gate. In general, LCA lit-
erature on LIB production varies in their scope when defin-
ing the cell formation step. For example, Dai et al. (2019) 
and Sun et al. (2020) state that 4 MJ/kWh and 11 MJ/kWh, 
respectively, are required for charging the cells, while Yuan 
et al. (2017) state pre-charging to require about 2 MJ/kWh. 
Dai et al. (2019) calculate electricity requirements for cell 
formation based on the energy required to charge the cell 
once with 90% efficiency and state that the electricity from 
the discharge cycle in cell formation is utilized. Per our cor-
respondence with battery experts from the industry, it is 
estimated that up to 30% losses could occur over the charg-
ing and discharging cycles alone. Nevertheless, an implica-
tion of using conservative data from environmental permit 
applications is that efficiency measures such as utilizing the 
discharge cycle (of a set of batteries) to charge another set 
are not considered.
The second highest share of electricity demand comes 
from overall factory operations and utilities, i.e., approx-
imately 18% — of which 26 MJ/kWh is used by the dry 
room. Dry rooms are throughput independent and sized 
according to maximum factory capacity. This electricity 
requirement for the dry room in this study is in accordance 
with other published values in literature for large-scale LIB 
production (Dai et al. 2019; Sun et al. 2020).
In the giga-factory model, we calculate the electric-
ity required for intermediate steps when the cathode and 
the anode are produced as complete subparts, including 
(slurry) mixing, coating, drying, cutting, calendering, slit-
ting, and solvent recovery. Electricity required for these 
steps during cathode and anode assembly together account 
for 83 MJ/kWh. Prior to the cathode assembly, our model 
defines active cathode material production as a separate 
activity where precursor materials are blended, which 
requires approximately 38 MJ/kWh. Additionally, the elec-
tricity used for other steps in cell production, such as elec-
trolyte mixing and feeding, cell container production, cell 
assembly and wastewater treatment, collectively account 
for about 28 MJ/kWh. Electricity demand for electrode 
production is indirectly linked to the cell chemistry and 
the use of solvents in active material slurry preparation 
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for the electrodes. Typically, cell producers use N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP) as a solvent in the mixture which 
requires stringent handling due to its volatility. Use of 
aqueous slurries (as in the anode preparation process in 
the giga-factory model) or applying of dry powder on the 
current collectors using pulsed laser or sputtering deposi-
tion are options for reducing electricity use (Ludwig et al. 
2016). Hence, in addition to being environmentally benign 
(Zackrisson et al. 2010), using water as a solvent could 
potentially lower energy demand in slurry preparation for 
LIB electrodes (Wood et al. 2018).
High demand for electricity as reported for the giga-
factory is a consequence of using permit applications. 
Such permits typically provide conservative estimates 
based on process simulation and represent an upper cap 
in terms of energy and material demand as well as emis-
sions. Implementing energy efficiency measures such as 
recovering heat losses from compressors, recirculating air 
in dry rooms and recirculating heat in the electrode coating 
steps could provide significant savings in an operational 
factory (Northvolt 2020). For example, as much as 40% of 
the formation electricity can potentially be saved through 
process optimization (Northvolt 2020). Even so, there is 
still discrepancy with other studies of giga-factories. For 
example, Dai et al. (2019) model a total electricity use 
of 30 MJ/kWh, of which 4 MJ/kWh is used for charging 
and all remaining for operating dehumidifiers and chill-
ers. Remaining equipment and processes are assumed to 
use negligible amounts of electricity. Sun et al. (2020) 
report a total electricity demand of about 68 MJ/kWh 
for cell production, of which about 30 MJ/kWh are used 
for electrode processing and 11 MJ/kWh for formation. 
Important factors explaining why Dai et al. (2019) and Sun 
et al. (2020) report lower electricity consumption is that 
active cathode material powder production is outside their 
factory scope, and that their data represent sites which 
have been optimized for cost efficient operation. There is 
also a difference in how the factories generate steam: by 
means of electricity as in the Giga-3.7 model (Northvolt 
2020) or by means of heat, as discussed in the follow-
ing section. Both Dai et al. (2019) and Sun et al. (2020) 
refer only to core processes and point to high electricity 
consuming equipment such as dry and clean rooms but 
not to the broad set of activities that make up complete 
cell production lines or to other factory wide operations, 
utilities, and support processes. This underreporting due 
to data gaps partially explains the lower energy demand 
in these studies.
3.1.2  Heat demand
The total heat demand in the giga-factory is about 27 MJ/
kWh. This is mainly due to dry rooms, which in addition to 
their electricity use account for over 90% of the total heat 
demand (Northvolt 2020). This includes maintaining an 
atmosphere with moisture content lower than 100 ppm in the 
operational areas (Ahmed et al. 2016). This is the reason cell 
production processes such as cell assembly and formation 
cycling are carried out in “dry rooms” (Dunn et al. 2015a).
The overall energy demand for heat processes is also 
influenced by the selection of energy carriers and heat 
sources, i.e., if steam or hot water is brought in from exter-
nal facilities, or if electricity or natural gas burning is used 
for on-site generation. In the studied giga-factory, a com-
bination of district heat and electrically generated steam is 
used to meet the heat demand. Several LCA studies on LIB 
production model heat demand through a combination of 
electricity, steam, and natural gas combustion (Dai et al. 
2019; Dunn et al. 2015b; Sun et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2019; 
Deng et al. 2018; Yuan et al. 2017). Both Sun et al. (2020) 
and Dai et al. (2019) point to dehumidification and drying 
in terms of heat use, with the former stating a 34-MJ/kWh 
steam requirement and latter 170 MJ/kWh, respectively, 
based on the GREET model (Dai et al. 2017). Note that in 
the small-scale factory model, the heating requirements were 
met through electricity exclusively (Ellingsen et al. 2014).
3.1.3  Cooling demand
The cooling demand in the giga-factory is due to multiple 
production processes but again electrode production and fac-
tory wide operations that include the dry room are the key 
processes, accounting for about 25% of the cooling energy 
demand. The cooling demand during electrode production 
is for condensing and recycling of the solvents and bind-
ers, specifically during the coating step. A smaller share of 
cooling energy (10%) is also required for wastewater treat-
ment. In the model, we assume cooling requirements are met 
through adsorption chillers operating on heat, being the most 
common cooling generation method in Sweden (Lejestrand 
2020). Sun et al. (2020) do not specify any cooling require-
ments, while Dai et al. (2019) state that electricity is utilized 
for meeting cooling needs. The small-scale factory does not 
specify any cooling requirements.
3.2  Environmental impacts
3.2.1  Replication of the Ellingsen et al. (2014) study
The LCA study of a small-scale factory by Ellingsen et al. 
(2014) was replicated and analyzed using both Ecoinvent 
v2.2 and v3.7.1 data (Fig.  2: Small-2.2 and Small-3.7, 
respectively). This modification of the background system 
resulted in an increase of the global warming impacts from 
about 140 to 185 kg  CO2-eq./kWh. Changes to the cobalt 
sulfate production data accounted for more than half of the 
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increase in impacts, followed by copper foil production 
and electricity generation in the reference scenario (South 
Korean electricity mix).
The cobalt sulfate production data used in the original 
study by Ellingsen et al. (2014) was based on inventory 
data published by Majeau-Bettez et al. (2011) who, in turn, 
had modelled cobalt sulfate production by adjusting the 
inventories for primary cobalt metal in Ecoinvent v2.2 with 
stoichiometric calculations for the sulfate solution. Looking 
further back, the Ecoinvent v2.2 database relied on produc-
tion routes aggregated according to their market share in 
1994. In the Small-3.7 (and Giga-3.7) model, we model the 
production of cobalt sulfate with new primary data from a 
refinery in Canada (Ausenco 2020), with cobalt hydroxide 
as input. The cobalt hydroxide production data, taken from 
Ecoinvent v3.7.1, represents an industry average covering 
30% of the world production of refined cobalt in 2012 (CDI 
2016). Changes in other background datasets like copper 
foil production and the South Korean electricity mix also 
resulted in increased impacts in the Small-3.7 model. These 
were due to a change in shares of primary metal input in cop-
per foil and shifts in the mix of energy sources for electricity 
generation, respectively, as well as changes in the data repre-
senting these processes. The replication and analysis of the 
Ellingsen et al. (2014) study using different versions of the 
Ecoinvent background databases show that improvements in 
data quality (such as the case for cobalt hydroxide produc-
tion) and changes in technical representation (such as the 
share of primary and recycled content or share of electricity 
mix) affect the overall results considerably and hence the 
implications of the study. Of course, unforeseen gaps can per 
definition not be avoided, but the replication results point to 
the importance of revisiting earlier results and conclusions 
in cases when old or proxy data of uncertain quality was the 
best available modelling choice. The results of the Small-
3.7 model, albeit higher than for the Small-2.2 model, thus 
become a more accurate baseline for comparison with the 
Giga-3.7 model to understand the implications of upscaling 
LIB production.
3.2.2  Global warming
The global warming impacts of small-scale and giga-scale 
LIB production are shown in Fig. 3. The Small-3.7 model 
coupled to the reference scenario and exclusively primary 
metals results in 188 kg  CO2-eq./kWh of total greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions, which reduces to 104 kg  CO2-eq./kWh 
for the Giga-3.7 model. Further, when the Giga-3.7 model is 
coupled to the low-carbon scenario, the impacts reduce to 
50 kg  CO2-eq./kWh. The choice of using primary metals over 
recycled content has a relatively minor influence on global 
warming impacts in this study. Further, it is also likely that 
due to the high purity requirements of materials used in bat-
teries, recycled metals may not meet the functional needs of 
some components (Pinegar and Smith 2019), thus making the 
results with only primary inputs more relevant.
Focusing specifically on the gate-to-gate (factory) 
impacts, the reduction in emissions from upscaling irre-
spective of the source of energy supply is due to improved 
energy and material efficiency. The higher energy effi-
ciency is reflected in lower emissions from the electricity, 
heat, and cooling use in the giga-factory. For example, the 
emissions from electricity supply in the Small-3.7 model 
reduce from 113 to 47 kg  CO2-eq./kWh for the Giga-3.7 
model, when coupled to the reference scenario. The giga-
factory also requires heat and cooling, which adds about 
12 kg  CO2-eq./kWh emissions for the reference scenario. 
The total impact from electricity, heat, and cooling usage in 
the Giga-3.7 model, assuming the low-carbon scenario, is 
about 4 kg  CO2-eq./kWh. This exemplifies the importance 
of both utilizing renewable energy and the efficiency gains 
from upscaling. The emissions from the upstream material 
production phase in the Small-3.7 and Giga-3.7 model are 
about 75 and 45 kg  CO2-eq./kWh, respectively.
Apart from higher material efficiency in the giga-factory, 
the impacts from upstream material production are also 
affected by the different cell types and NMC chemistries 
being produced in the two factories. The giga-factory pro-
duces NMC-8:1:1 cylindrical cell, while the small-scale fac-
tory produces NMC-1:1:1 pouch cell. The NMC-1:1:1 pouch 
cell modelled requires approximately 2.2 kg active cathode 
material to produce 1 kWh cell storage capacity, compared 
Fig. 2  Comparison of global warming impacts for the small-scale 
factory modelled using different Ecoinvent versions (with recycled 
content), i.e., version 2.2 originally used by Ellingsen et  al. (2014), 
and the latest version available at the time of the study
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to 1.68 kg in the NMC-8:1:1 cylindrical cell. Noteworthy, 
even though the production impacts per unit mass of cobalt 
sulfate are five times that of nickel sulfate, the impacts from 
nickel sulfate are higher in the giga-factory. This is due to a 
reduced demand for cobalt sulfate in the NMC-8:1:1 chemis-
try compared to NMC-1:1:1. The shift in share of production 
emissions to nickel sulfate from cobalt sulfate is an impor-
tant observation from this study, as it is indicative of what 
can be expected from the ongoing transition towards nickel-
rich chemistries (Ball et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020). The analy-
sis of contributions to impacts at the unit process level in 
the Giga-3.7 model shows that the active cathode material 
production step has the highest emissions, irrespective of 
the source of energy. For this unit process, the contribu-
tions from the energy used in factory for the low-carbon and 
reference scenarios are 22% and 45%, respectively. In the 
reference scenario, the cathode and anode production, cell 
formation, and factory construction and operation are the 
subsequent processes when ranking them according to their 
contributing to the total emissions. The impacts linked to 
these unit processes are also largely dependent on the elec-
tricity source and reduce considerably when the production 
is carried out in the low-carbon scenario.
Other studies on large-scale production, such as by 
Philippot et al. (2019), estimated 87 kg  CO2-eq./kWh for 
NCA 18,650 cylindrical cells and Kim et al. (2016) esti-
mated about 89 kg  CO2-eq./kWh for LMO-NMC pouch 
cells, both assuming production in the South Korean elec-
tricity mix (to be compared with 102 kg  CO2-eq./kWh in 
this study when accounting for recycled content). Philip-
pot et al. (2019) also analyzed the impact of manufac-
turing in different countries and estimated approximately 
60 kg  CO2-eq./kWh for cells produced in low-carbon sce-
nario like the Swedish electricity mix (47 kg  CO2-eq./kWh 
in this study, with recycled content). Sun et al. (2020) and 
Dai et al. (2019) investigated large-scale production with 
NMC chemistries and calculate 120 and 72 kg  CO2-eq./
kWh, respectively, for cells produced in China. One main 
differentiator between the aforementioned studies com-
pared to ours is the source of data for the active cathode 
material powder and its precursor materials. Kim et al. 
(2016), Sun et al. (2020), and Dai et al. (2019) rely on 
GREET, whereas Philippot et al. (2019) utilize the older 
inventory provided by Majeau-Bettez et al. (2011). The 
GREET develops LCI for nickel sulfate based on the stoi-
chiometric calculations (Dai and Winjobi 2019; Dai et al. 
2019), and for cobalt sulfate based on a single plant data 
operating in China (Dai et al. 2018a). In the data presented 
by Majeau-Bettez et al. (2011), the same metal salts are 
derived from stoichiometric calculations and linked to 
various pure metal production routes aggregated accord-
ing to their market share in 1994. The data used in our 
study is representative of more recently available data on 
production pathways for precursor materials.
Fig. 3  Global warming impacts 
for the two factory models in 
the different carbon intensity 
scenarios
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3.2.3  Other environmental impacts co‑varying with global 
warming
A few environmental impacts such as ground level ozone 
formation, particulate matter formation, stratospheric 
ozone depletion, and ionizing radiation co-vary with the 
global warming emissions — i.e., they show reductions 
due to upscaling. The common denominator amongst 
these impacts is lower electricity input per produced unit 
of storage capacity. Depending on the source of electricity 
generation, lowering fossil fuel combustion to generate 
electricity reduces emissions of nitrogen oxides, ammo-
nia, and volatile organic compounds that cause hazard-
ous ground level ozone and particulate matter, as well as 
chlorofluorocarbons that deplete ozone at high altitudes. 
Less electricity use also decreases ionizing radiation, for 
example caused by Radon-222, as the need for nuclear 
energy generation reduces. For ionizing radiation, this 
effect is most clearly visible for the Swedish electricity 
mix as it contains a high share of nuclear energy. Com-
plete results for ozone formation, particulate matter for-
mation, stratospheric ozone depletion, and ionizing radia-
tion are reported in the SI.
3.2.4  Acidification and eutrophication
Acidification impacts for the small-scale and giga-factory 
are shown in Fig. 4. The acidification-related emissions in 
the Small-3.7 and Giga-3.7 model, coupled to the reference 
scenario and primary metals, are about 0.9 and 0.6  kg 
 SO2-eq./kWh, respectively. However, if the production is 
coupled to the low-carbon scenario, the impacts reduce to 
0.65 and 0.5 kg  SO2-eq./kWh, respectively. The acidification 
impacts are mainly due to upstream material production. 
However, using a low-carbon source still reduces the acidi-
fication emissions significantly for both factory models. In 
contrast, the choice of recycled content over primary met-
als has a relatively low bearing on the overall acidification 
results.
The most significant contributors to acidification 
impacts are linked to the active cathode material and the 
copper foil (used as current collector). The impacts from 
active cathode material production are mainly linked to 
the nickel sulfate supply chain. Nickel sulfate is produced 
from class I nickel (i.e., > 99% Ni), which in turn could 
be produced from both laterite and sulfidic ores (Gediga 
et al. 2015). Amongst the nickel production processes 
from sulfidic ore, smelting in various types of furnaces is 
the primary cause of sulfur dioxide emissions, which leads 
to acidification. Sulfur dioxide is formed due to oxidation 
of sulfur in the nickel concentrate (Moats and Davenport 
2014; Crundwell et al. 2011). It is common to trap sul-
fur dioxide during the smelting process for the produc-
tion of sulfuric acid as a way to reduce these acidification 
impacts (Moats and Davenport 2014). The second highest 
contributor to acidification impacts in both models is the 
production of copper foils. Copper can be produced using 
pyrometallurgical or hydrometallurgical processes. The 
Fig. 4  Acidification impacts 
for the two factory models in 
the different carbon intensity 
scenarios
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pyrometallurgical process, which is the dominant form 
of copper production in the world, involves producing a 
copper concentrate from milling followed by smelting and 
refining processes (European Copper Institute 2012). Like 
nickel smelting, smelting of copper leads to sulfur dioxide 
emissions (Memary et al. 2012; Fthenakis et al. 2009).
Sun et al. (2020) report 0.5 kg  SO2-eq./kWh for large-
scale LIB production. Other LCA studies analyzing large-
scale production report inventory results for acidifying 
emissions only, i.e., in terms of  SO2 and  NOx. This equates 
to acidification impacts of approximately 0.8 kg  SO2-eq./
kWh for Dai et al. (2019) and 1.3 kg  SO2-eq./kWh for Kim 
et al. (2016). Other regional impacts, such as freshwater 
and marine eutrophication, co-vary with the acidification 
impacts. For eutrophication, the emissions are dependent on 
upstream material processing and energy use in production. 
These impacts reduce due to upscaling. Coupling production 
with renewable energy further lowers the impacts. Reduc-
tions in upstream emissions point to high material efficiency 
in the giga-factory as well as to the shift of cell geometry 
and cathode chemistry. Complete results for freshwater and 
marine eutrophication are reported in the SI.
3.2.5  Human and ecological toxicity impacts
Human (carcinogenic) toxicity impacts for the small-scale 
and giga-factory are shown in Fig. 5. The total amount of 
toxic emissions for the Small-3.7 model when coupled 
to the reference scenario and primary metals is approxi-
mately 21 kg 1,4-DCB-eq./kWh, which reduce to 14 kg 
1,4-DCB-eq./kWh if the low-carbon scenario is consid-
ered. Emissions calculated with the Giga-3.7 model for the 
reference scenario and primary metals results in approxi-
mately 12 kg 1,4-DCB-eq./kWh, which reduces to 10 kg 
1,4-DCB-eq./kWh when the low-carbon scenario is consid-
ered. However, when the Giga-3.7 model is coupled with 
recycled content input, the toxicity impacts increase to 
15 kg 1,4-DCB-eq./kWh. Unlike the other environmental 
impacts analysed in the study, the toxicity impacts are lower 
when primary metals are used instead of recycled content 
in the giga-factory. This is due to higher steel use in the 
cylindrical cell produced in the giga-factory as compared 
to the pouch cell produced in the small-scale factory. Typi-
cally, low-alloyed steels are derived from steelmaking using 
either electric arc furnace (EAF) technology or a route via 
blast furnace (BF) ironmaking and blast oxygen furnace 
(BOF) steelmaking (Björkman and Samuelsson 2014). In 
the EAF, scrapped iron often accounts for all of the iron 
input, whereas the BF-BOF processes are ore-based, but 
often include a minor share of iron scrap used for cooling 
purposes (Ryman 2007). Steel production where scrap is 
the main input requires treatment processes to handle the 
slag produced in the EAF. Especially, if the EAF produces 
a variety of alloys, including stainless steel grades, or uses 
stainless steel scrap as input, these treatment processes cause 
chromium emissions, which are highly toxic. The primary 
only steel making processes modelled in this study excludes 
all EAF processing, as well as all iron scrap inputs to the 
ore-based route (BF-BOF). In such a setup, toxic emissions 
of chromium are largely avoided in primary low-alloyed 
Fig. 5  Human carcinogenic 
toxicity impacts for the two 
factory models in the different 
carbon intensity scenarios. For 
the Giga-3.7 models, the effect 
of using primary metals reduces 
the toxicity impacts. Hence, 
the “added burden” becomes 
negative
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steel production, resulting in overall lower emissions as 
compared to producing recycled steels. Although this repre-
sentation, where steel production is carried out without any 
scrap input is unlikely in the real world, this was a conscious 
methodological choice for maintaining consistency regard-
ing modelling of primary material inputs with no share of 
recycled content. As a result, this study illustrates the effect 
of secondary steel production (using EAF technology) on 
toxic emissions linked to the scrap input that contain various 
grades and types of steel. Results for toxicity impacts from 
comparable large-scale production are not widely reported 
in literature. However, Sun et al. (2020) presented toxicity 
impacts of approximately 25 kg 1,4-DCB-eq./kWh for their 
NMC-6:2:2 cells produced in China, which is in the same 
order of magnitude as the results of this study.
Other toxicity impacts, including toxicity in freshwater, 
marine and terrestrial ecosystems, and human non-carcinogenic 
toxicity, all co-vary with the carcinogenic toxicity impacts for 
humans. For all toxicity impact categories, upscaling leads to 
an overall reduction in impacts. However, in contrast to non-
toxicity-related impact categories, this reduction is mainly due to 
lower material inputs, thus indicating higher material efficiency 
in the giga-factory and highlighting the importance of different 
cell characteristics such as geometry and cathode chemistry. 
Specifically, freshwater, marine, and non-carcinogenic toxicity 
show a high burden for primary metal inputs in both factories, 
whereas the terrestrial toxicity is relatively unaffected by the 
choice of recycled versus primary metal inputs.
3.2.6  Resource use impacts
Figure 6 shows the results for two different mineral resource 
use assessment methods when cell production in the giga-
factory is coupled to the low-carbon scenario and the use 
Fig. 6  Resource use impacts 
in the Giga-3.7 model assessed 
using different mineral resource 
scarcity assessment methods
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of primary metals only in the supply chain. The choice of 
energy mix showed to be of relatively low importance in 
this context, thus comparison with the reference scenario is 
not reported. Both methods used for analysis aim to address 
mineral resource scarcity, i.e., the surplus ore method of 
ReCiPe 2016 and the crustal scarcity indicator (CSI). How-
ever, conceptually, the two methods differ in their tempo-
ral coverages. The ReCiPe indicator characterizes minerals 
(and metals) based on ore grades and commodity prices, 
and results can vary over time for the same product sys-
tem provided that the characterization factors are regularly 
updated. The CSI, on the other hand, considers only the 
crustal concentration of the metals in the Earth’s crust, thus 
decoupling it from supply and demand dynamics pertaining 
to extraction rates and prices. Even so, the results show that 
the two methods converge in highlighting the contribution of 
active cathode materials to resource use impacts, especially 
the precursor materials nickel sulfate and cobalt sulfate as 
well as to a lesser extent lithium hydroxide. However, CSI 
also highlights the impacts from copper used in foils for cur-
rent collectors that the ReCiPe method does not. This is an 
important long-term scarcity risk worth pointing out as cop-
per is a highly relevant metal both in the context of batteries 
and in society in general due to its vast array of applications 
in the current industrial system (Kerr 2014).
Examining the production of nickel sulfate further reveals 
that its impacts from production are in fact due to co-production 
of cobalt during nickel mining. In attributional LCA model-
ling, co-production generally implies that the burdens of joint 
process step(s) are shared among all products outbound from 
that process, e.g., using mass based or economic allocation 
(Ekvall 2019). Particularly for mineral extraction, this adds 
complexity to the interpretation of metal use. For example, the 
use of nickel sulfate carries the burden for excavating ore con-
taining both nickel and cobalt. In parallel, cobalt containing 
compounds deriving from co-production may then also carry 
the burden of some nickel. Copper use, e.g., in copper foils, is 
also linked to cobalt in a similar way as most cobalt globally 
is produced as a co-product of nickel and copper mining, and 
to a lesser extent mined with cobalt as a single main product 
(CDI 2016). The overall effect is that parts of the cell containing 
nickel and copper end up with high resource impacts because 
of co-produced cobalt, whereas cobalt containing parts have 
lower than expected resource impacts because of co-produced 
nickel and copper.
4  Conclusion
This study highlights the benefits of upscaling cell produc-
tion of high nickel content cathode chemistries. When com-
paring production to a small-scale factory, the electricity 
demand per kWh cell storage capacity decreased by 58% 
in the giga-factory. The benefits of this reduction in energy 
demand are seen in multiple environmental impact indica-
tors. For example, the global warming impacts decreased 
by 45% for the reference scenario and by another 55% if the 
energy is supplied in a low-carbon intensity scenario. As a 
result, the share of environmental burdens shifts upstream to 
material extraction and production. This is a key message for 
the mining and material production industry, and for policy 
makers, that further reductions in the climate impacts from 
LIB production are possible, only when the upstream LIB 
supply chain uses renewable energy sources.
Several other impact categories for which the energy use 
is an underlying factor co-varied with the global warming 
impacts. These include ground level ozone formation, par-
ticulate matter formation, stratospheric ozone depletion, and 
ionizing radiation. Regional impacts such as acidification 
and eutrophication follow a similar trend as the global warm-
ing impacts, but the burden of upstream material production 
carries a larger share than the factory operation also in the 
reference scenario. These impacts show a significant reduc-
tion due to upscaling, and using the low-carbon intensity 
electricity mix can further reduce the emissions. Toxicity 
impacts, including both human and ecological, predomi-
nantly occur in the upstream material production. Upscaling 
reduces toxicity impacts considerably, which points to higher 
material efficiency in large-scale production and a shift in 
favour of high-nickel content chemistries. This broad shift 
in several types of environmental burdens towards upstream 
stages calls for LIB supply chain actors to implement pollu-
tion control measures that can further reduce impacts, and 
for policy makers to outline clear directives to make this 
happen.
Furthermore, resource use impacts are highest for active 
cathode materials such as nickel sulfate and cobalt sulfate. 
This requires further investigation, as metals, including 
nickel and cobalt, are often co-produced from the same ore 
during mining. The CSI method used to assess the long-term 
scarcity also points to copper as a high-risk metal, which is 
a valuable insight given the wide application of copper in 
the modern industrial system. By replicating an older study 
on small-scale production, and then remodelling it with an 
updated background database, we highlight the importance 
of analyzing the quality and representativeness of the data 
source(s). This also exemplifies the effects of changes in 
the background system, when comparing impacts of similar 
product systems analyzed in studies conducted at different 
points in time. Finally, given the historical perspective taken 
in this study, an important message for LCA practitioners 
as well as agencies funding research for use in policy devel-
opment is that maturing technologies must be regularly 
assessed for their impacts on the environment.
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